AUTHORIZED ATTACHMENTS FOR VERMEER COMPACT ARTICULATED LOADERS
Loaders need the MultiOne style attachment mounting plate to use these attachments.

MANUFACTURER

BUCKETS AND
BLADES

GROUND
MAINTENANCE

ATTACHMENT MODEL AND DESCRIPTION

MultiOne

C890075 combo bucket - 110

MultiOne

C890076 combo bucket - 130

MultiOne

C890077 combo bucket - 150

MultiOne

C890092 high tip bucket 130

MultiOne

C890093 high tip bucket 150

MultiOne

C890470 dozer blade 140

MultiOne

C890477 dozer blade 180

Berlon

MOGD-42 standard bucket 42 in (106.7 cm)

Berlon

MOGD-48 standard bucket 48 in (121.9 cm)

Berlon

MOGD-54 standard bucket 54 in (137.2 cm)

Berlon

MOGD-60 standard bucket 60 in (152.4 cm)

Berlon

MOLM-42 light material bucket 42 in (106.7 cm)

Berlon

MOLM-48 light material bucket 48 in (121.9 cm)

Berlon

MOLM-54 light material bucket 54 in (137.2 cm)

Berlon

MOLM-60 light material bucket 60 in (152.4 cm)

Berlon

MOLM-72 light material bucket 72 in (182.9 cm)

MultiOne

C890618 flail mower 125

MultiOne

C890619 flail mower 155

MultiOne

C890685 power rake 135

MultiOne

C890686 power rake 155

MultiOne

C890241 rotary sweeper 130

MultiOne

C890242 rotary sweeper 150

MultiOne

C890100 leveler

MultiOne

C890220 sweeper 120

MultiOne

C890223 sweeper 150

Del Morino

C890491 rotary tiller 125

Del Morino

C890492 rotary tiller 145

Del Morino

C890520 power harrow 110

Del Morino

C890521 power harrow 130

Del Morino

C890522 power harrow 150

ATX530 ATX720 ATX850

Only use attachments that are authorized and approved for the specific machine and configuration. An “ “ indicates that the attachment
can be used with that machine. If there is no “ “ the attachment is not intended for use with that model of machine.
MultiOne, SRL Corporation reserves the right to make changes in engineering, design and specifications; add improvements; or discontinue manufacturing at any time without notice or obligation. Equipment shown is for illustrative purposes
only and may display optional accessories or components specific to their global region. Please contact your local Vermeer dealer for more information on machine specifications. Vermeer and the Vermeer logo are trademarks of Vermeer
Manufacturing Company in the U.S. and/or other countries. All other trademarks, registered trademarks and service marks are the property of their respective owners. © 2021 Vermeer Corporation. All Rights Reserved.

AUTHORIZED ATTACHMENTS FOR VERMEER COMPACT ARTICULATED LOADERS
Loaders need mini style attachment mounting plate to use these attachments.

MANUFACTURER

BUCKETS AND
BLADES

GRAPPLES AND
FORKS

SALES CODE

ATTACHMENT MODEL AND DESCRIPTION

Berlon

UMA1000

HD low profile bucket - 36 in wide - MIB-36

Berlon

UMA1005

HD low profile bucket - 42 in wide - MIB-42

Berlon

UMA1010

HD low profile bucket - 48 in wide - MIB-48

Berlon

UMA1015

HD low profile bucket - 54 in wide - MIB-54

Berlon

UMA1020

HD tooth bucket - 36 in wide - MIB-36WET2

Berlon

UMA1025

HD tooth bucket - 42 in wide - MIB-42WET2

Berlon

UMA1030

HD tooth bucket - 48 in wide - MIB-48WET2

Berlon

UMA1035

HD tooth bucket - 54 in wide - MIB-54WET2

Berlon

UMA1040

Mulch bucket - 48 in wide - MISLMB-48

Berlon

UMA1045

Mulch bucket - 54 in wide - MISLMB-54

Berlon

UMA1050

Mulch bucket - 60 in wide - MISLMB-60

Berlon

UMA1500

HD forks - rail style 36 in - MIPFF-36

Berlon

UMA1505

HD forks - rail style 42 in - MIPFF-42

Berlon

UMA1510

HD forks - rail style 48 in - MIPFF-48

Berlon

UMA1420

Forestry claw - 60 in - MIFC2

Berlon

UMA1425

Brush grapple - 36 in wide - MIGR-36

Berlon

UMA1430

Brush grapple - 42 in wide - MIGR-42

Berlon

UMA1435

Brush grapple - 48 in wide - MIGR-48

ATX530 ATX720

Only use attachments that are authorized and approved for the specific machine and configuration. An “ “ indicates that the attachment
can be used with that machine. If there is no “ “ the attachment is not intended for use with that model of machine.

MultiOne, SRL Corporation reserves the right to make changes in engineering, design and specifications; add improvements; or discontinue manufacturing at any time without notice or obligation. Equipment shown is for illustrative purposes
only and may display optional accessories or components specific to their global region. Please contact your local Vermeer dealer for more information on machine specifications. Vermeer and the Vermeer logo are trademarks of Vermeer
Manufacturing Company in the U.S. and/or other countries. All other trademarks, registered trademarks and service marks are the property of their respective owners. © 2021 Vermeer Corporation. All Rights Reserved.

AUTHORIZED ATTACHMENTS FOR VERMEER COMPACT ARTICULATED LOADERS
Loaders need full-size style attachment mounting plate to use these attachments depending on the attachment model.
MANUFACTURER

BUCKETS AND
BLADES

GRAPPLES AND
FORKS

SALES CODE ATTACHMENT MODEL AND DESCRIPTION

Berlon

FSA1000

Utility bucket - 48 in wide - UT-48

Berlon

FSA1005

Utility bucket - 54 in wide - UT-54

Berlon

FSA1010

Utility bucket - 60 in wide - UT-60

Berlon

FSA1015

Utility bucket - 66 in wide - UT-66

Berlon

FSA1020

Tooth bucket - 48 in wide - UT-48WET2

Berlon

FSA1025

Tooth bucket - 54 in wide - UT-54WET2

Berlon

FSA1030

Tooth bucket - 60 in wide - UT60WET2

Berlon

FSA1035

Tooth bucket - 66 in wide - UT-66WET2

Berlon

FSA1040

High volume bucket - 60 in wide - HVMB-60

Berlon

FSA1045

High volume bucket - 66 in wide - HVMB-66

Berlon

FSA1050

High volume bucket - 72 in wide - HVMB-72

Berlon

FSA1500

Class ll forks - rail style 48 in - BPFF-48-2

Berlon

FSA1505

Class ll forks - rail style 54 in - BPFF-54

Berlon

FSA1420

Forestry claw-60 in - BFC

Berlon

FSA1425

LD grapple - 54 in wide single claw - LDGR-54

Berlon

FSA1430

LD grapple - 60 in wide single claw - LDGR-60

Berlon

FSA1435

LD grapple - 66 in wide single claw - LDGR-66

Berlon

FSA1440

MD grapple - 66 in wide dual claw - MDGR-66

Berlon

FSA1445

MD grapple - 72 in wide dual claw - MDGR-72

ATX850 ATX960

Only use attachments that are authorized and approved for the specific machine and configuration. An “ “ indicates that the attachment
can be used with that machine. If there is no “ “ the attachment is not intended for use with that model of machine.

MultiOne, SRL Corporation reserves the right to make changes in engineering, design and specifications; add improvements; or discontinue manufacturing at any time without notice or obligation. Equipment shown is for illustrative purposes
only and may display optional accessories or components specific to their global region. Please contact your local Vermeer dealer for more information on machine specifications. Vermeer and the Vermeer logo are trademarks of Vermeer
Manufacturing Company in the U.S. and/or other countries. All other trademarks, registered trademarks and service marks are the property of their respective owners. © 2021 Vermeer Corporation. All Rights Reserved.

